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Introduction

Introduction to Abstract Mathematics is an introductory proof writing course that provides a foundation in logic, set theory, and number systems.

The NLA assisted the CI with all aspects of the course including:

* material preparation
* class organization
* peer/teamwork facilitation
* class instruction
* presentation assistance and assessment
* individual tutoring

Figure: Tree of Mathematics [4]
Introduction

In conjunction with learning the techniques of proof, the IBL section of the course focuses on the process of doing mathematics rather than simply studying mathematics.

**Figure:** General IBL Structure
Materials - Course Access and Provided Materials

- **Canvas** - Learning Management System [5]

- **Syllabus** - adapted from Dana C. Ernst, Northern Arizona University [3]

- **Additional textbook**: *Sets, Functions, and Logic- An Introduction to Abstract Mathematics*, by Keith Devlin [6]

Portfolio Information

- **Course notes** - adapted from Dana C. Ernst, Northern Arizona University [2]; supplemented by the CI [7] (includes proof with: number theory, set theory, functions, and relations)

- **Solutions manual** - CI [7]; supplemented by NLA
Methods - Structure & Tasks

- Presentations are the main method for instruction
- Students must absorb content prior to each class
- Presentation assignments are randomized

Figure: Exercise Cards
3.64] Prove that if \( D \subseteq B \) and \( A \subseteq C \), then
\[
D \times (A \cap C) \subseteq B \times (C \setminus D).
\]

**Proof:**
Assume \( D \subseteq B \) and \( A \subseteq C \). WTS \( D \times (A \cap C) \subseteq B \times (C \setminus D) \).
Let \((x,y) \in D \times (A \cap C)\). Then \( x \in D \) and \( y \in A \cap C \Rightarrow \)
\( x \in D \) and \( y \in A \land y \in C \). By our assumption, \( x \in B \). Since \( x \in B \) and \( y \in C \), \((x,y) \in B \times (C \setminus D)\). So \((x,y) \in D \times (A \cap C) \Rightarrow (x,y) \in B \times (C \setminus D)\).

Thus, \( D \times (A \cap C) \subseteq B \times (C \setminus D) \).

\( \square \)

**Figure:** Sample of Student Work
Methods - Structure & Tasks

- Pace of presentation delivery determines homework
- CI and NLA deliver presentations on chosen exercises
- NLA generated additional review exercises found at the end of each chapter
- NLA supervised these supplementary sections independent from the CI

Figure: Supplementary Section [7]
Methods - Structure & Tasks

Portfolio

- Purpose is to provide an individualized collection of the content
- Portfolio is comprised of course notes and all student work
- Student progress on portfolios is checked periodically
- The final portfolio is due on the day of the final exam
- Students are encouraged to use portfolios in future courses
Methods - Assessment & Exams

Student assessment is formative and summative

**Formative**
- Presentations (25%)
- Homework (25%)

**Summative**
- Portfolio (10%)
- Midterm exam (20%)
- Final exam (20%)

Practice exams and reviews occur one week prior to exam dates

The midterm and final are broken down as follows:

**Take-home Exam**
- Tests ability to independently learn a concept not discussed in class (8%)

**In-class Exam**
- Assesses retention of concepts and the ability to implement skills discussed in class (12%)
Results

- Students partake in a traditional, and optional, course evaluation from the University.

- Additionally, students participate in a tailored questionnaire, also optional, regarding their IBL experiences.
  - Composed of several multiple choice and free-response questions.
  - Results are based on 56 responses over four semesters from Fall 2015 through Spring 2018.
Results

Statistics of Student Responses: IBL Questionnaire

Fall 2015 - Spring 2018 (56 students)

The course engaged me in my own learning process
The course emphasized “doing” mathematics vs. studying
The course made me interact more with other students
The course allowed more direct interaction with the instructor
The course gave me confidence to learn new concepts by myself
Class presentations were useful
Class discussions were useful
I enjoyed giving a class presentation
I wish we had less class presentations

Figure: Student IBL Questionnaire Responses : Questions 1-9
Results

Selected Free-Responses
Questions: 18-32

- How, if at all, did this course make you a more independent learner/thinker?

  “Working examples before going over any material in class by having only the text and course notes helped make me more independent. Sometimes it was great, other times it was quite frustrating.”

- Would you recommend this IBL course to other students? Why or why not.

  “Yes, more engaging classtime, better grasp of concepts.”

- What are the positive aspects of the IBL experience in this course?

  “IBL really teaches you to think hard on something and there is definitely that sense of pride from learning something new on your own.”
Discussion

Suggestions prompted from CI’s and NLA’s experiences as well as frequent proposals from students:

1. Offer a tentative homework list

2. Increase in-class and out-of-class teamwork via the discussion board and peer-review feature of Canvas [5]

3. Require students to check proofs/solutions prior to presentations

4. Limit the amount of time for open-class discussions during presentations

5. Ensure all students present an equal number of times and that there is a fair distribution of difficulty among problems
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